MJC Mystery Class
Fall 2014

This quilt is approximately 36” x 48” before borders. It can be done as a two color quilt, as a three color quilt or scrappy.

TWO COLOR QUILT:
Background: 1 yard  Cut 6 strips at 4 ½” and then cut 48 4 ½” squares
Main Fabric: 1 ¼ yards  Cut 3 strips at 2” and then cut 48 2” squares
   Cut 10 strips at 2 ½” (Bring rest of fabric to class for more strips)
First Border: 1/3 yard  Can use Background fabric or pull a color from your Main Fabric
Second Border & Binding: 1 ½ yards (same as your Main Fabric)

THREE COLOR QUILT:
Background: 1 yard (ie...white) Cut same as above
Main Fabric #1: 2/3 yard (ie...blue) Cut same as above BUT only 24 squares at 2” and 5 strips
Main Fabric #2: 2/3 yard (ie...red) Cut same as above BUT only 24 squares at 2” and 5 strips
First Border: 1/3 yard
Second Border & Binding: 1 ½ yards

SCRAPPY QUILT:
Background: 1 yard  Probably best to keep this a neutral type of fabric; cut same as above
Scraps: From each fabric you will need one 2” square and a 2 ½” strip at least 13” long

Be sure to bring all extra fabric to class. You will need to cut some in class.
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